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ABSTRACT

Contemporary visual fiduciary marker systems have one major disadvantage
against markerless approaches – the camera movement is tightly limited to the
space where the markers are. At any frame of the camera image a marker must
be large enough to provide sufficient amount of information for detection and
identification and at the same time, it must be small enough to fit into the camera’s
field of view. As you can see, these requirements are contradictory.

This work presents a solution to this problem in a concept of the Marker Field.
It is a structure whose presence can be detected in a camera image and the exact
location within the field can be recognized based on just any sub-area of defined
size. The sub-areas are not disjoint, but they are overlapping to a very large degree,
to be identifiable from both close-up and far views. Different implementations
of marker field concept are explained in this work. Also with their intended uses
and their advantages and disadvantages.

To prove and support the usability of proposedmarker fields, this work’s second
largest part discusses several real-life applications of the marker fields.
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Part I

I NTRODUCT ION & MOT IVAT ION



1 CO -AUTHORS AND COLLEAGUES

The general idea and the motivation for extending existing fiduciary markers
used for Augmented Reality (AR) came from me and my mentor Adam Herout
i.e. using fractal structure of markers in Fractal Marker Field (FMF) and using
DeBruijn sequence inUniformMarker Field (UMF) and its variations to overcome
limitations of contemporary markers. Many practical applications shown in this
work, e.g. table-top interaction, visual correction of position drift, exploring pos-
sibilities of using unobtrusive color theme-based UMFs in real-life environments
and more, are my own work.

Some parts of these systems were developed in collaboration with my col-
leagues. It wouldn’t be possible to practically test any of my own work without
István Szentandrási’s UMF detection and localization algorithm andMarkéta Dub-
ská’s FMF detector. Also other colleagues contributed differently into our research
and I feel obliged to mention them here – namely Rudolf Kajan and Jiří Havel. To
make my thesis self-contained, their work is mentioned and explained, but credit
goes to them and more elaborated explanations are in their Ph.D. theses.
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2 I NTRODUCT ION & MOT IVAT ION

introduction

Augmented Reality (AR) is becoming more and more popular and appealing
for customers. Mainly because the expansion of the relatively cheap ubiquitous
mobile devices with hardware powerful enough for doing all necessary computa-
tions needed for the pose estimation in the scene and augmenting it with digital
content. Another reason would be that near-eye see-through glasses are recently
becoming generally available – Microsoft’s HoloLens, DAQRI’s Smart Helmet –
which brings the promise of pushing the boundaries of what can be done in field
of AR and related research [1].

Many AR, robot positioning or motion capture systems (and other) rely on the
use of fiduciary markers to estimate the camera’s position and orientation in their
3D environment.

Markerless systems are becoming more and more popular – using PTAM
[2], keypoint template matching [3], homography-base [4], camera tracking and
mapping in multiple regions [5], visual Simultaneous Localization AndMapping
(SLAM) [6] and other methods [7, 8]. Nevertheless markers still offer advantages
like high precision, ease of detection, low computational demands and reliability
[9].

The well-known representatives of marker approach are for example AR-
ToolKit andARTag. These popular designs (and designs based on themor inspired
by them) of fiduciary markers consist of two components: geometrical features
which help to localize the marker in the processed image and features defining
the identity of the marker. That allows for placing several (or many) markers into
one scene and their efficient detection. Usage of several markers displaced within
the scene is necessary to allow for free movement of the camera within the scene.

motivation

One big disadvantage of the AR systems based on markers against the markerless
approaches, is that the camera motion is tightly limited. Systems require that any
frame of the camera image must contain at least one marker (or its significant
part) and the marker must be large enough in order to compute precise camera
location and decode its identification. As you can see, these requirements are
contradictory — the markers must be large enough to provide sufficient amount
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4 introduction & motivation

of information and at the same time they must be small enough to fit into the
camera’s field of view (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Examples of camera frames where markers are hard to detect.

The challenge is that the marker must cover a large area and, at the same
time, it must be reliably detected even from a small visible portion of the marker.
Also, the detection must be invariant to high degree of perspective distortion and
to varying lighting conditions (direct light, shadows, different lighting intensi-
ties. . . ). What marker design and corresponding detection algorithm can meet
these requirements and, at the same time, be aesthetically appealing?

contribution

To overcome this major problem we present the Marker Field – a structure whose
presence can be detected in a camera image and the exact location within the
field can be recognized based on any sub-area of a defined minimal size. Such
sub-areas can be viewed as individual markers in the traditional sense. However,
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Figure 2: Examples of our marker field implementations.

the markers are not disjoint, but they are overlapping to a large degree, in order
to allow for identification from close-up views as well as from larger distances.

The contribution of this work to the field of the AR research is the design
of special-purpose two-dimensional visual fiduciary markers that overcome all
or the part of the problems mentioned in the motivation (Section 2). This work
explains in detail how are individual marker field implementations (FMF, UMF,
improved UMF and HMF) designed, what are their properties and their pros and
cons.

The second contribution is published and implemented specific applications
of the proposed marker fields and ideas for the future work.

We are also making some of the generated markers publicly available on our
website.



Part II

DES IGN OF PROPOSED MARKERS



I NTRODUCT ION TO PROPOSED MARKER
DES IGNS

In this part of my thesis I present different marker fields on which I worked
and where I designed different aspects – mainly the overall ideas and general
properties. For example, idea of large-scale array of markers with individual
markers overlapping and each one unique in entire array in Uniform Marker
Fields (UMFs) (Chapter 4) or fractal structure and data payload of Fractal Marker
Fields (FMFs) (Chapter 3). A lot of text in this part is inspired or directly taken
from our published papers. I believe they are very well written and description
of the markers’ design is complete.

List of my published papers connected to the topic of markers:

fractal marker fields
Herout, Zachariáš, Dubská, and Havel: “Fractal Marker Fields: No More
Scale Limitations for Fiduciary Markers” (ISMAR 2012) [I]

uniform marker fields
Szentandrási, Zachariáš, Havel, Herout, Dubská, and Kajan: “Uniform
Marker Fields: Camera Localization By Orientable De Bruijn Tori” (IS-
MAR 2012) [II]

improved uniform marker fields
Herout, Szentandrási, Zachariáš, Dubská, and Kajan: “Five Shades of Grey
for Fast and Reliable Camera Pose Estimation” (CVPR 2013) [VI]

Zachariáš and Herout: “Color Theme-Based Digital Art for Augmented
Environment” (ICDAMT 2016) [IX]

Zachariáš, Szentandrási, and Herout: “Visual Correction of Position Drift
using Uniform Marker Fields” (SCCG 2016) [X]

honeycomb marker fields
Horváth, Herout, Szentandrási, and Zachariáš: “Design and Detection of
LocalGeometric Features forDeformableMarker Fields” (SCCG2013) [V]

7



3 FRACTAL MARKER F IELDS

Figure 3: Examples of FMF – two 5-level FMFs seamlessly connected together to make 2:1
rectangular marker.

In the paper “Fractal Marker Fields: No More Scale Limitations for Fiduciary
Markers” [I] in proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Mixed and
Augmented Reality in 2012 (ISMAR 2012) we introduced a fractal structure of
markers inspired by chessboard matrix codes such as the QR code or the Data-
Matrix and Nested Markers. We named it Fractal Marker Field (FMF) (Figure 3).

This fractal structure allows for virtually infinite levels of nesting the markers
one into another and guarantees coverage of all sizes of markers across the whole
field. In this way, the marker field allows for computing the camera position
regardless of how distant or close the camera is from the field and where it is
located; in practical applications, many orders of magnitude of scale are allowed
and the field can be as large as any practically printable area (hundreds of square
meters).

The number of straight line edges within the markers allows for reliable and
precise camera calibration from the chessboard structure. The individual markers
within the field contain encoded information about their identity with an error
correction capability. The marker field is designed to allow for real-time detection
and precise localization in quite low-resolution images usingmoderate computing
resources.

8



fractal marker fields 9

The FMF can provide unprecedented freedom of motion to camera-based aug-
mented reality applications. The FMF is similar to the well-studied Sierpiński
carpet; however, it is qualitatively different and constitutes a new, previously
undocumented deterministic fractal structure with interesting applications, espe-
cially in camera localization.

Particular layout will be used as example, which seems to be the most practical
according to the experiments carried out so far.

The FMF consists of individual markers of different scales and positions. The
marker is a square chessboard grid of black and white modules. The grid is not a
perfect and full chessboard, but the configuration of the black and white modules
encodes useful information (in a way similar to the QR codes). Some modules
have fixed values and form a pattern to help localize the marker and determine
its orientation. Some modules contain metadata about the way the payload data
is stored in the data area (green color in the figure).

Any instance of themarker patternwill be denoted asMn (u, v), where n ∈ N0

is the marker’s level and u, v ∈ Z are indices of a spatial instance. The marker’s
properties n, u, v are about to be explained using the FMF construction rules. The
marker pattern is repeated throughout the marker field according to the following
main rules:

(a) Rule 1. (b) Rule 2. (c) Rule 3.

Figure 4: The three main construction rules: (a) FromMn (black) toMn+1 (red); (b) From
Mn (0, 0) (black) toMn (u, v) (red); (c) MarkersM0 (0, 0) andM1 (0, 0) at
levels 0 and 1 (black) and the barren margins (grey). Level 2 markers (red) are
just completely visible at the corners of the pivot marker.

1. A level-n pivot markerMn (0, 0) contains markerMn+1(0, 0) embedded
within. These two markers are concentric, which means that the image
locations L of their centers are identical:

L(Mn+1(0, 0)) = L(Mn (0, 0)). (1)



10 fractal marker fields

The size ofMn+1 (i.e. the side of the bounding square S) is 1
2 ofMn :

S(Mn+1) =
1

2
S(Mn ). (2)

Refer to Figure 4a for an illustration of this rule.

2. At each level n, markers Mn (u, v) periodically appear in the field; their
locations are defined as:

L(Mn (u, v)) = L(Mn (0, 0)) + (2su, 2sv), (3)
u + v = 2i, where i ∈ Z. (4)

where s = S(Mn ) is the size of the marker in the image units. Refer to
Figure 4b.

3. The pivot markerM0 (0, 0) is placed into the center of the FMF image so
that its size S(M0 (0, 0)) is 4

5 of the image side (or of its smaller dimen-
sion if the image is not a square). This allows the L2 markers (M2 (1, 1),
M2 (−1, 1), M2 (1,−1), M2 (−1,−1)) to be completely visible in the cor-
ners of the pivot marker. (Figure 4c)

Figure 5: Left: Constructed pyramid (4 levels, L0 to L3); black: L0, green: L1, blue: L2,
red: L3, grey: Margin filled with pure chessboard of L0-sized modules. Nomarker
collides with any other.Right: Fractal Marker Field (FMF) of 6 levels (L0 through
L5). Levels L4 and L5 (red) collide with lower-level markers (black).

In this particular arrangement, up to 4-level FMFs can be generated without
markers of one level colliding with markers of another level (Figure 5 left). With
a higher number of levels in the FMF, their collisions are inevitable (Figure 5
right) and it would be inevitable for any design of the marker structure.



4 UN IFORM MARKER F IELDS

Figure 6: Three square periodic UMFs with n = 4 and sizes (from left to right) 14 × 14,
20 × 20 and 77× 77.

In the paper “Uniform Marker Fields: Camera Localization By Orientable De
Bruijn Tori” [II] in proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Mixed
and Augmented Reality in 2012 (ISMAR 2012) we introduce the concept of the
Uniform Marker Field (UMF). This particular arrangement of the marker field is
a black-and-white checkerboard whose square modules are defined as aperiodic
4-orientable binary n2-window arrays.

Our solution is based on 4-orientable n2-window arrays [10] – two dimensional
arrays of binary values, where each n × n sub-window is present only once,
including all 4 possible rotations. Major contribution is design of marker field
with such properties, second contribution is that we propose a genetic algorithm
for generation of such maps and we make a number of generated maps publicly
available. The third major contribution is an efficient algorithm for detection of
checker-board structures – such as the orientable window arrays – in a camera
image. This algorithm is designed so that it can be executed on computational
platformswith limited resources – such as themobile phones andCPUs embedded
in smart cameras.

UMF is uniform in the sense that the features used for detection and localization
of the field and the features used for identification of individualwindows (markers)
within the field are uniformly distributed across the whole area of the marker field.

An aperiodic (m, n)-window array [10] is an k-ary 2D array of size h × w

A = (ai, j ∈ {0, · · · , k − 1}; 0 ≤ i < h; 0 ≤ j < w), (5)

in which each subarray Ar ,c of size m × n occurs exactly once. If all possible
subarrays are used (i.e. . (w + n − 1)(h + m − 1) = kmn), the (m, n)-window

11



12 uniform marker fields

array is called aperiodic perfect map [11]. Opposite edges of the array can be
connected together for a periodic window array. Of course, the windows created
by the connection must also be unique (i.e. wh ≤ kmn).

Unfortunately, when the orientation of the array is not known, the simple
(m, n)-window property is not enough. It is possible that multiple rotations of the
same window can occur in the array. Orientable window arrays [10] solve this
problem. Orientability can be gained by using certain equivalence relation for the
window property [12].

• 1-orientable arrays are ordinary (m, n)-window arrays defined earlier.

• 2-orientable arrays deal with two possible orientations (e.g. “north” vs.
“south” orientation). Windows in the 2-orientable perfect maps are unique
in respect to rotation by 180°.

• 4-orientable arrays can distinguish all four rotations of the array (e.g. “north”,
“east”, “south”, “west”). The 4-orientability is reasonable only for square
windows, that must be unique in respect to rotation by 90°. It is self-evident
that 4-orientable arrays are always also 2-orientable [12].

Contrary to the 1-orientable maps, 2 and 4-orientable arrays are much less
explored in the literature and no good construction algorithms exist for them. The
upper bound for the size of the 2-orientable (m, n)-window array is

N ≤
kmn − k

⌊
mn+1

2

⌋

2
, (6)

where N is the window count, i.e. N = hw for periodic and N = (h −m + 1)(w −
n+ 1) for aperiodic arrays. For the 4-orientable (n, n)-window arrays (n2-window
arrays),

N ≤
kn

2
− k

⌊
n2+1
2

⌋

4
. (7)

It is known that these size bounds are not tight [10]. It is not known whether any
orientable perfect map exists, i.e. the inequalities may be strict.

For 2-orientable 1D window arrays, the upper bound of the size is slightly
more refined, but still not tight [13]. The sequences for n ≤ 16 were found by
brute force [10].

Only binary (k = 2) window arrays were considered in the first UMF paper,
because they are easily printable and they can be easily and robustly detected in
greyscale camera images. However, all the algorithms can be easily modified for
higher values of k. See Chapter 5 for our work on this possibility.

To generateUMFsweuse a genetic algorithmwhichworkswithmaps containing
conflicts and improves it continually by mutations that lead to decreasing the
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conflict count. Such an individual can be generated randomly as a whole, or it
can arise from a smaller window array extended by randomly generated rows
and/or columns.

The genetic algorithm can be characterized by these terms:

• For the initial population we use a number of copies of the same array, or
various arrays are generated randomly.

• The fitness function is based on the number of conflicts in the given array
f (A) = 1

c (A)+1 , where c(A) is number of conflicts.

• The fitness threshold, where the algorithm is stopped is set to 1 (the algo-
rithm is looking for conflict-free maps).

• For selecting members for the next generation, rank selection is used.

• Mutation is defined as replacing awindowwith randomly generated content.
The windows are selected randomly; the conflicting windows have a higher
probability of being selected for replacement.

In order to improve the algorithm’s convergence we made a few modifications
to the aforementioned general approach. In the mutation step, the algorithm
discards from random selection all windows that are already in the map or that
would cause more conflicts then the current count. The other changes to the
algorithm were carried out in order to further improve the speed of convergence
on the proposed client-server configuration.

In order to distribute calculations required to solve the conflicts in randomly
generated arrays, a client-server architecture can be used. The server keeps track
of the population, while the clients query the server for computational tasks and
send back the results.

The server stores the active population and distributes tasks for mutations to
the clients. The server itself is state-less in the sense that it does not keep track of
the clients and their status.

The most important change from the described genetic algorithm is that the
server does not separate arrays into several generations, but works with a single
population and updates it incrementally. This is necessary because the run-time of
the clients might differ dramatically, and clients might post changes into different
generations.

As mentioned earlier, each client queries the server for a new task after it is
started or when it finishes a task. The client receives a single array and tries to
solve conflicts in the array by mutation: i.e. by replacing a conflicting window
with a better combination of modules. If it successfully finds a different array
with the same or smaller number of conflicts, it sends the array back to the server.



5 IMPROVED UMF
AKA SHADES OF GREY OR COLOR

Figure 7: Example of improved UMF design. Series of UMFs inspired by colors of four
seasons of the year.

In the paper “Five Shades of Grey for Fast and Reliable Camera Pose Estima-
tion” in proceedings of the CVPR 2013 we extend the idea of Uniform Marker
Fields (UMFs) by increasing the arity of the markers. That means modules are
no longer just black and white but different number of shades of grey (or colors)
are used; it offers more edges in the marker field to be detected and, at the same
time, a smaller window of the De Bruijn torus is necessary for identifying a
unique location, they are more aesthetically appealing, invariant to high degrees
of perspective distortion and to varying lighting conditions (direct light, shadows,
different lighting intensities).

We present an algorithm for the detection of the greyscale grid of squares.
A unique location in the marker field is identified by the edges between the
marker field modules (Figure 9). These edges need to be reliably classified –
Wald’s Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) [14] (similar as in Fractal Marker
Fields (FMFs)) is used in order to sample aminimal number of pixels for discerning
the edge.

As mentioned above we work with greyscale or color k-ary marker fields
(ai j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, Figure 9).However, in comparisonwith binarymarker fields,
explained in Chapter 4, the absolute greyscale or color values of the grid modules
cannot be reliably discerned under varying lighting and camera conditions. That
is why we use the edge gradients between the modules for localization within the
marker field. Horizontal (8) and vertical (9) edge gradients are defined as:

e→i j = ai, j+1 − ai j , (8)

e↓
i j
= ai+1, j − ai j . (9)

14



improved uniform marker fields 15

Figure 8: Recognized camera location and augmented scene.

The absolute value of the edge gradient is also hard to recognize reliably and
thus only the basic character of the edge is used for recognition: sgn e∗i j ∈ {−1, 0,+1}.
The n2-window used for localization within the marker field then is (Fig. 9):

Erc = (e→rc , . . . , e→(r+n−1,c+n−2) , e↓rc , . . . , e↓(r+n−2,c+n−1) ) (10)

Synthesis of the marker field is done in a manner very similar to the genetic
algorithm sketched out in chapter 4. In this case, the fitness function must also
reflect the quality of edges between the modules – edges with higher absolute
value |ei j | are preferred. The algorithm first looks for conflict-free fields where
each sub-window exists only once, including all four possible rotations. Conflict-
free fields are further optimized for maximal contrast on the edges between the
square modules. As with UMFs we used a cluster of computers to synthesize the
marker fields and we make them publicly available on website1 and part of the
supplementary material of this work.

The detection algorithm supposes that the grid of squares is planar and pro-
jected by a perspective projection. The experiments shown that this condition
is fulfilled enough in realistic scenes observed by standard cameras. Thanks to
this assumption, the algorithm is very efficient: the fraction of visited pixels (the
algorithm’s “pixel footprint”) within an average input image is very small.

1 http://www.fit.vutbr.cz/research/groups/graph/MF/
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edge classification

When only a small fraction of the marker field is visible, it is crucial that the edge
gradients (Equations (8) and (9)) are recognized correctly. Their recognition can
be challenging due to motion blur, uneven lighting conditions, etc.

In order to correctly classify an edge, given the locations of the neighboring
marker field modules, our algorithm samples pixels from the edge’s vicinity. If a
small number of samples suffices to decide an edge either way (−1,+1; Figure 9),
the decision is made, otherwise more pixels are sampled. If an edge cannot be
confirmed, the location between the modules is treated as a place without an edge:
e∗i j = 0. The stopping criterion is given by Wald’s SPRT [14], which is proven to
be the optimal sequential test for this purpose.

Figure 9: A fragment of the marker field. Arrows across the edges illustrate the observable
gradient which describes an individual line.

localization within the marker field

The sub-window described by edges Erc is formulated as a vector of scalars in
Equation (10). This vector can be used as a key to a hash table. Values in the table
represent locations in the marker field (two discrete coordinates in the terms of
grid modules; enumerated orientation 0°/ 90°/ 180°/ 270°). An absent record in
the hash table means a wrongly recognized fragment of the marker field. Hash
tables are implemented fairly efficiently in today’s programming languages.

Instead of using a readymade hash table, we prefer to create a decision tree.
When a compact piece of the marker field is detected in an input image, the edges
are classified and used for traversing the tree. A central edge in the detected cluster
of edges decides the root node, and surrounding edges follow in a predefined order.
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Any cluster of neighboring edges is recognized by the tree – the leaf node would
either define the cluster’s location and orientation within the marker field or reject
the cluster of edges as invalid (due to misdetection). Constructing a deeper tree
implies that a larger cluster of edges is used for localization within the field. This
allows for larger marker field resolutions. By using a larger number of deciding
edges, the tree can also be constructed fault-tolerant – the tree nodes can tolerate
one or more falsely classified edges.



6 HONEYCOMB MARKER F IELDS

In 2013 we introduced the Honeycomb Marker Fields (HMFs) in our paper
“Design and Detection of Local Geometric Features for Deformable Marker
Fields” which is now in proceedings of 29th Spring Conference on Computer
Graphics (SCCG).

The biggest limitation of Fractal Marker Fields (FMFs) (Chapter 3), Uniform
Marker Fields (UMFs) (Chapter 4) and improved Uniform Marker Fields (UMFs)
(Chapter 5) is the requirement for the marker field to be planar. The planarity
assumption allows for the detection algorithm to be very efficient. However,
for some applications, it is restricting. We designed marker field that would be
detectable even for non-planar and generally deformed surfaces. In particular, we
designed geometric features which could form a graph usable for identification
of fractions of the field, and which would be detectable very efficiently.

In 2011 Uchiyama andMarchand introduced Deformable RandomDotMarker
(DRDM) in paper “Deformable random dot markers” [15]. DRDM have several
disadvantages. The recognition is sensitive to the size of the points, motion blur
and focus of the camera, since it relies on detecting distinct points using adaptive
threshold. They identify the marker based on the relative position of the points,

18



honeycomb marker fields 19

which only holds for planar surfaces. Hence, this limits the deformability of the
marker. DRDM are only usable on non-elastic surfaces. These properties lead to
unstable detection and tracking.

We propose to compose the marker field of symmetrical hexagons; the marker
field then looks like a honeycomb. In this way, triplets of modules meet at junc-
tions shaped like the “Y” letter. These Y-junctions form distinct image features,
connected by edges into a graph representing the marker field. We also propose
an algorithm for efficient detection of the Y-junctions.

Thanks to their specific appearance, the Y-junctions can be detected by visiting
only a small fraction of the image pixels. The consequence is that the algorithm
is very efficient – much faster than various detectors of natural image features.
At the price of using a synthetic marker field instead of tracking natural features,
our solution provides very fast and robust detection and identification of fractions
of the marker field. These fractions can be reliably identified and can serve for
real-time and precise camera pose estimation. Contrary to the existing marker
field design, the honeycomb marker field is not required to be planar, but it can
be considerably bent or otherwise deformed.

Conventional marker detectors detect square or circular patterns in the image
and compute the camera pose individually for all markers. Marker field detectors,
on the other hand, combine the results for individual markers (like in case of FMF
or ARTag) or try to find a global solution (UMF or Random Dot Marker (RDM))
assuming that the marker field is planar. The main problemwith these approaches
is that the whole marker field or its sub-markers have to be planar.

HMFs are designed so that they are tolerant to high degree of deformation – non-
planarity. These marker fields are designed to be detectable and reconstructable
by particular feature points – the Y-junctions. They appear between hexagonal
symmetric cells of different colors (shades of grey). Since the intensities (colors)
of the three neighbouring hexagons are different, the feature points are robust
enough to detect under variable lightning conditions.

The marker field is synthesized so that small overlapping fragments are unique
(including all 6 possible rotations). Then, only a portion of the whole marker field
is sufficient to be detected and to identify a location within the field.

The whole detection is proposed to consist of the following steps:

1. Input image prescanning is done by a hierarchical grid which subdivides
square cells based on the detected edges on their sides. This step is able to
efficiently find important blocks in the image and filter out unneeded parts.

2. Detection of the Y-junctions. The Y-junctions are detected using a four-
orientable square shaped filter. For each detected Y-junction, the directions
of the incident edges are also estimated.

3. Reconstruction of the HMF grid topology is done by connecting the
couples of nearest Y-junctions. To find effectively adjacent junctions by
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Figure 10: The reconstructed hexagonal marker field. Each full hexagon has a cross drawn
in the middle.

not comparing all to all, a uniform grid is used which can reduce the
complexity of the problem.

4. Hexagon identification is done by comparing the edge gradients between
a selected central hexagon and its adjacent neighbours (or a wider sur-
roundings). The intensities form a binary code which uniquely identifies
the position of the central hexagon in the marker field and its orientation.
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I NTRODUCT ION TO APPL ICAT IONS OF
PROPOSED MARKERS

This part of my thesis focuses on the possible real-life applications of the markers
proposed in the individual chapters of previous part. Like in the previous part, a
lot of the text is directly taken from the published papers.

Only applications that were published as standalone papers or have been im-
plemented are described in this part. Ideas for other applications and future work
are summarized in Chapter 12.

published in the conference proceedings
1. Color Theme-Based Digital Art (Chapter 7).

This application utilizes possibility of selecting different colors for im-
proved Uniform Marker Fields (UMFs), not just black and white or
shades of grey, and thus creating unobtrusive, artistic and aesthetically
appealing markers. Three real-life demonstrations are discussed: unob-
trusive indoor navigation, public virtual displays and UMF as means of
artistic expression. Published in Zachariáš and Herout: “Color Theme-
Based Digital Art for Augmented Environment” (ICDAMT 2016) [IX].

2. Visual Correction of Position Drift using Uniform Marker Fields
(Chapter 8).
Strategically placed aesthetic UMFs can serve as anchor points for
robotic indoor navigation and visually correct the drift in integrally
calculated robot position and orientation. Published in Zachariáš, Szen-
tandrási, and Herout: “Visual Correction of Position Drift using Uni-
form Marker Fields” (SCCG 2016) [X].

3. Screen-to-screen Task Migration (Chapter 9).
Migrating the context from one device to another is still hot research
topic and is still not satisfactorily solved. Using unobtrusive transparent
UMF on the PC or public display screen and then scanning (obtaining
the context that is “under” the virtual cursor) it with mobile device
can simplify the context migration. Published in Kajan, Szentandrási,
Herout, and Zachariáš: “On-Screen Marker Fields for Reliable Screen-
To-Screen Task Migration” (SouthCHI 2013) [IV].

published in the journal
4. Effortless Chromakeying (Chapter 10).

Using appropriately selected shades of green, theUMF can be turned into
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the so called green screen, nowadays massively used in the filmmaking
industry. Selecting the right greens allows the detection and chromakey-
ing (background removal) algorithms toworkwell simultaneously. Such
greenscreen provides the camera pose estimation in addition to its de-
fault purpose. Published in Szentandrási, Dubská, Zachariáš, and Her-
out: “Poor Man’s Virtual Camera: Real-Time Simultaneous Matting
and Camera Pose Estimation” (Computer Graphics and Applications
Magazine 2016) [XI].

implemented but not yet published
5. Video Gaming on UMF Carpet (Chapter 11).

In 2013 we won Czech national round of Imagine Cup, IT competition
organized by Microsoft, and we placed ourselves in TOP 5 at the world-
wide finals. Our contest entry was AR game called Project reSound
which was played on the UMF gaming carpet. This application can be
generalized, carpet can bemanufactured in arbitrary size and shape, and
used for example in kindergartens.



7 COLOR THEME -BASED D IG ITAL ART

Figure 11: The proposed color theme extraction is based on color quantization (in this case
the median cut algorithm) of the original image.

In our paper “Color Theme-Based Digital Art for Augmented Environment”
in proceedings of The International Conference on Digital Arts, Media and
Technology 2016 (ICDAMT) we present our previous work on Uniform Marker
Fields (UMFs) and improved Uniform Marker Fields (UMFs) in the new light of
digital art and intuitive interaction in design environments. We focus on auto-
matically, semi-automatically, or manually designing color schemes suitable for
marker field synthesis.

One of the possible approaches for color theme extraction is using Color
Quantization. It is the process that reduces the number of unique colors in an
image to a smaller discrete subset, keeping the aesthetic properties of the original
image. It is usually used for displaying images with many colors on devices
with limited palette or to reduce its size (i.e. compression). Standard techniques
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for color quantization described in “Color Image Quantization for Frame Buffer
Display” [16] treat this problem as clustering the spacial points in some color
space (mostly RGB, but another popular choice is the Lab color space), where
each point represents the unique color in input image.

There are many algorithms to perform color quantization with different ap-
proaches. For example, the Dekker’s NeuQuant algorithm introduced in the paper
“Kohonen neural networks for optimal colour quantization” [17] reduces the color
space by training a Kohonen neural network. This method produces high-quality
results, but due to its complexity it is considered slow.

We are using the simple Median Cut algorithm [16]. It is very fast and it
produces great results for our application.

We implemented this algorithm and we fed the resulting colors into the UMF
generator (Figure 11). Color quantization ensures that euclidean distance between
marker’s colors is sufficient enough that UMF detector can reliably work and
estimate the camera position.

Another option how to choose the colors for the marker is to manually select
them based on an artist design intention and ideas.

We have been experimenting with the concept of using the marker field on
the floor for robot and mobile device navigation. The discussed markers can
be naturally used as a placeholder for public AR displays. Lastly, augmenting
handheld flat artifacts.

With our proposed solution, facilities such as hospitals, factories, business
buildings, and malls can install very modern looking flooring with UMF printed
on it. Its properties allow to synthesize very longmarkers for corridors and narrow
areas generally. We were able to generate conflict-less greyscale marker that had
9 modules in width and 500 in length; assuming that each square would be 20×20
centimeters, suchmarker could cover 100meters of 1.8 meter wide corridor. Such
flooring can be utilized for indoor navigation by humans using augmented reality
and/or by robots or factory machinery to precisely and cheaply determine their
position in the entire building. The aesthetic properties can be controlled and
tuned by the architect to avoid unwanted compromise in the architectural design.

Any planar wall inside or outside of a building can be outfitted with the UMF
wallpaper or semi-transparent material which is ideal for the glass structures. It
can be then augmented with specific information the current environment needs.

For example, public display for visitors, interactive map of the building or
current events that are taking place inside. A notable advantage compared to
conventional public displays is that this virtual display can show different and
possibly confidential information for different users.



8 V ISUAL CORRECT ION OF POS IT ION
DR I FT US ING UN IFORM MARKER F IELDS

In the paper “Visual Correction of Position Drift using Uniform Marker Fields”
in proceedings of the 32nd Spring conference on Computer Graphic we propose
to enhance Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and conventional visual odometry
navigation by visual location estimation based on markers conveniently displaced
in the environment. We propose using visually appealing UMF (as mentioned in
Chapter 7); this technique offers high precision and real-time performance on
mobile devices of moderate computational power.

IMU is an electronic device that measures forces applied to an object of interest
in order to determine its motion and position. It measures mainly acceleration,
angular velocity and sometimesmagnetic field around the object. Therefore it gen-
erally consists of accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer. IMUs are widely
used in planes, ships and also in robotics for so-called dead reckoning navigation
[18, 19] and in the large scale augmented reality systems [20].Major disadvantage
of this kind of navigation is that it suffers from drift due to the accumulation of er-
ror. Every newly measured relative position is added to the previously calculated
absolute position and therefore every measurement error is accumulated point
to point. Due to the limitations of today hardware, measurements can be taken
only in discrete periodic intervals and variables (e.g. acceleration) are considered
linear in the gaps between. This can be far from the truth and can cause additional
error when integrating speed from acceleration and position from speed. This
problem can be partially solved using different kinds of filtration and data fusion
[21, 22]. Some systems also use visual odometry [23, 24].

In this particular application, advantage over other fiduciary marker systems is
that UMF can be aesthetically pleasant and controlled by a graphics designer or
an architect, as explained in the Chapter 7.

We created a dataset of images to measure the precision of the proposed
approach. We took images from all 6 reference points with a smartphone camera
(Nokia Lumia 930) at 1920 × 1080 px resolution. For each reference point we
took 15+ photos of the scene at different angles and 3 different heights from
the ground. Robotic arms would allow precise camera positioning, but they have
limited range and would not have covered the tested area. Instead, we used a
plummet to achieve relatively high precision camera positioning. Another factor
complicating the exact measurement is the camera rotation and determining the
exact center of projection. These complications cause a small, but not dismissible
noise to the detected positions. To achieve maximum precision during detection,
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the smartphone camera was calibrated including the distortion coefficients up to
three radial and two tangential distortion parameters [25].

The overall standard deviation of the distances between pairs of detected po-
sitions from the ground truth was 6.73 cm and the median 3.21 cm. That is error
beneath 1% in our test environment with diameter approximately 5m. Precision
could be further improved by tracking the marker between frames and proper
filtering (e.g. kalman).



9 V ISUAL TASK MIGRAT ION

In our paper “On-Screen Marker Fields for Reliable Screen-To-Screen Task Mi-
gration” in proceeding of the 2013 International Conference on Human Factors
in Computing & Informatics (SouthCHI) our goal is to deliver unobtrusive task
migration between a mobile device and a desktop computer using an aesthetically
acceptable UMF as overlay across a part of the computer screen. A direct visual
interaction between desktop and mobile devices is quite of interest nowadays [26,
27].

When the screen does not contain enough unique keypoints (this is quite often
in standard desktop environment!), our marker field ensures the localization
(Figure 12). We show that UMFs are a good choice for this task and propose a
methodology for inserting them into the screen image.

Figure 12: The goal of our work is to insert a subtle piece of information into the moni-
tor screen that would be reliably detectable and could accurately establish the
location within the screen observed by an ultramobile device (mobile phone,
tablet. . . ).
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10 EFFORTLESS CHROMAKEY ING

In the journal article “Poor Man’s Virtual Camera: Real-Time Simultaneous
Matting and Camera Pose Estimation” published in IEEE Computer Graphics
and Applications Magazine 2016 we introduce modification and use of Shades
of Grey (SoG) as greenscreen for use in filmmaking industry.

Since the early years of filmmaking, the artists want to create artificial worlds to
bring their ideas onto a film screen. Several approaches were developed over time,
e.g. glass paintings, double exposure or using optical printer [28]. Nowadays, the
most commonly usedmethod is “chroma keying”, where a specially selected color
(often green or blue) is set to be transparent and substituted with a digital content
[29]. Due to the use of green color, this method is also often called greenscreen.

Figure 13: Matchmoving by the Uniform Marker Field (UMF). Left: Image captured by the
camera.Middle:Alpha matte.Right: Composite image with 3D scene rendered
to match the camera pose.

The camera pose can be determined by using sensors mounted to the camera
(e.g. Insight VCS11) or by camera rigs that can be programmed to follow a prede-
fined track (e.g. Cyclops orMilo control rigs fromMark RobertsMotion Control2
or TechnoDolly3). Camera movement recovery is a technique which estimates the
movement using markers or keypoints placed and detected on the mating plate4.
This process, also called matchmoving, often involves a considerable amount of
manual work in order to match and annotate the markers.

1 http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/products/insight-vcs/
2 http://www.mrmoco.com
3 http://www.supertechno.com/product/technodolly.html
4 http://www.fxguide.com/ – Art of Tracking
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The crucial step from the UMFs towards the Shades of Grey (SoG) (improved
UMF) enabled it to be used for chroma keying: the contrasts between the individual
modules of the markers can be fairly low and the marker field is still reliably
detectable. Therefore very similar colors (in this case shades of green) can be
used. This Shades of Green marker field can be easily removed using some of the
various methods for removal of background with constant color and at the same
time provides instant and effortless camera pose estimation.

Our technology for online, cheap and effortless matchmoving opens space for
creative expression of filmmakers. We prepared two sample applications which
we are planning to release as mobile/tablet applications.

Thanks to the very simple, fast and precise detection algorithm, live match-
moving of the camera can be done in real-time on a mobile device (tablet or
smartphone). Any member of the film crew can instantly check the setting of the
physical scene and its match to the planned augmenting 3D model from virtually
any angle without using any special equipment.

Embedded smartphone or tablet cameras are not suitable for capturing produc-
tion quality video. The marker field detection algorithm is easily implementable
just by fixed-point numbers and it is efficient. This makes it suitable for embed-
ding into the camera firmware. Alternatively, the preview can be running on a
lightweight tablet and the video signal can be fed (by firewire, USB or wirelessly)
from the actual high-quality camera.

Another use case is application for online shot prototyping and live preparation
of storyboards. This app is targeted to high-end tablet devices. It includes a
database with many images and 3D models tagged by semantic annotations and
divided into thematic categories (the user can use her own 2D/3D content as well).
The user (film author, script editor, 3D film artist) replaces the matted background
with 2D (360° background photo) and 3D (models, animated figures) content. The
interface is inspired by simple and intuitive 3D editors such as the SketchUp.



11 V IDEO GAMING ON UMF CARPET
PRO JECT RESOUND

In 2013 we participated in the Microsoft’s software competition called Imagine
Cup. Our entry was a game called Project reSound. We won Czech national
round and we advanced into the worldwide finals where we placed ourselves
among TOP5 teams. More than a game it was a showcase of UMF technology and
good opportunity to improve our UMF design and detection algorithm.

Figure 14: Project reSound gameplay on the UMF carpet.

It was also a good reason for manufacturing a big UMF carpet and test several
possible control schemes for the game and the control of an AR application in
general.

The story of the game tells us that music suddenly disappeared from the world.
Your mission is to get it back using special “resonator plates” (UMF carpet and
other UMF markers) and a high-tech “reSound device” (tablet with the game).
The music is represented by particle streams on the gameboard. Each stream
can have different color and each color means different part (music sample) of
the complete song. Player must use stream influencing game pieces to direct the
particles into the appropriate bins. More particles in the bin means more volume
for the corresponding sample. When ale the bins are full, samples, that are now
at maximum volume, create harmony and song is complete. Player brought back
one song to the world and can move to another level.
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The game was implemented entirely in Microsoft XNA and after the Imagine
Cup it was partially reimplemented using the popular game engine Unity. As a
byproduct we now have UMF detector plugin for Unity.

First we created a control scheme based on a “crosshair” in the middle of the
tablet screen. To move the game piece around the gameboard, user was supposed
to point the tablet at it, press the big virtual button on game screen, thus grabbing
the piece, move it to the desired location and put it back on the board by releasing
the button. The tablet we had at that time was quite heavy and we felt that this
would be ideal control scheme because through the entire game the user could
hold the tablet with both hands. Virtual button was very close to the screen edge
so it could be pressed just with the thumb.

But today’s mobile User Interfaces (UIs) and User Experience (UX) are based
on touch. Almost every user that played our game tried to move the game pieces
by drag-and-dropping them. Even after adding a tutorial that aimed at explaining
the “crosshair” scheme, majority of users had problems playing the game and
tried to use touch gestures they are used to from mobile phones. Therefore we
implemented the classic drag-and-drop (for moving the pieces) and pinch (for
changing the radius of pieces’ influence) gestures.

Of course this scheme had one big disadvantage – the heavy tablet had to be
hold only with one hand while the other controlled the game. It was very hard
to endure it throughout the entire game and users complained about that. But
contemporary tablets and mobile phones are much lighter and should not present
such stress on the holding hand.



Part IV

I DEAS , FUTURE WORK &
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12 I DEAS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter I would like to present several other possible applications for the
proposed marker designs. These ideas are not yet published and can be definitely
put into the “future work” category. Some of them are in the proof of concept
state and some are really just ideas. They serve as a starting point for my future
work.

1. Tabletop Scene Interaction.
Uniform Marker Fields (UMFs) are ideal for tabletop environments, which
are usually very heterogeneous, because of their high resistance to occlu-
sion and controllable looks.

2. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Landing.
Visual tracking of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) pose is quite essential
task with many applications, such as autonomous navigation and scene
acquisition. Fractal Marker Fields (FMFs) are ideal for navigation during
landing.

3. Digital Changing Room.
Pieces of clothing (T-shirts, hats, trousers. . . ) can be manufactured with
Honeycomb Marker Field (HMF) printed on them. Such clothing can be
digitally augmented with anything we want.

4. UMF Generator Controlled with Image Pattern.
We have also tested the possibility of creating UMFs which look as much
as it is possible as an image pattern.
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Figure 15: Tabletop interaction examples. The marker field covers the whole table surface
and fosters the camera pose estimation.
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10 000 cm

Figure 16: Vertical landing of UAV using single FMF for visual guidance. Right side of the
figure shows approximation of which part and level of FMF can camera mounted
on UAV see. At least one marker can be detected at any altitude.

Figure 17: Possible setup for digital changing room.
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Figure 18: Image pattern controlled UMF generation – ŠKODA Auto a.s. logo and Chrome
web browser icon. Left: Original image pattern. Middle: Lower number of
colors used. Right: Higher number of colors used.



13 CONCLUS ION

This Ph.D. thesis shows that fiduciary markers are still live important and inter-
esting research topic, not just in Augmented Reality (AR) field but also in robot
navigation and pathfinding, motion capture, and many others. Even though the
markerless techniques are more and more sophisticated, markers can still offer
advantages like high precision and reliability.

In our research we have designed and created different marker field imple-
mentations to overcome many of today’s markers’ limitations: Fractal Marker
Fields (FMFs) – nomore problems with detection at any distance; UniformMarker
Fields (UMFs) – no white safe zones needed between markers, therefore no prob-
lemwithmarker coverage in the scene; improved UniformMarker Fields (UMFs) –
denser, larger, easily detectable, aesthetic and Honeycomb Marker Fields (HMFs)
– all properties of improved UMF but no limitation to planar surfaces, i.e. de-
formable.

It would have been pointless to create newmarker systems with such properties
if they did not have any practical applications. And therefore this work (and
our research) also shows that our marker fields have many. From aesthetically
appealing indoor navigation, through screen-to-screen taskmigration to effortless
and cheep chromakeying with simultaneous pose estimation.

This work and our research changed the view on visual fiduciary markers, what
can be done with them and removed some of the major disadvantages that were
deal breaker for their use in some applications.
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